
Global Political Matrix could predict coming future world?! 2015/4/29,5/2

This is a dynamics intending prediction on possible coming future world by an author. Also you could make another dynamics(=scenario).

Profile are possible actors with each ideology and they are to play in the stages of CLIMATE,economy and military fields.
Above all,we should grasp the deadly climate,it is nothing,but which that has been hiddenly causing unstability of coming world !!!.Note

economy collapse with jobless and corporate bankruptcy and perpetual regional disputes are all plots to avert peoples concern.

Profile
People goes with their ideology

by conscious or non-conscious.

Ideology is dividened to theism and

atheism.The former is life with

justice,truth,and philanthropy

toward co-live.While some atheists

consider everything is allowable,if

God not be.NAZIS was ant-Christ

with wildness.

A death is mere becoming skull &

bonds.

“War,commerce and pirate are

trilateral”........Goethe

CLIMATE
⑴emergent 80%CO2 cut

⑵emergent Arctic Cooling fixing

http://www.ameg.me/

Now global desperate silence and

ignorance has been ruling on by the

insidious and global plot!!!

However there has still been

chance to mend by rapid actions

ECONOMY

at capitalism the EndGame

⑴total debts＝total bonds

nation debts vs private bonds

⑵no grow by market saturation

⑶chronical jobless,wage down

⑷wealth gap growing by money

destructing game by QE policy

⑸mass resources destruction

→ climate crisis

Now people has been busy for own

job with neglecting imminent state

of the word.Tomorrow could not be

same as yesterday in near days.

MILITARY
the upside down world !!!.
origin of violence is eating other

lives for own life. However mankind

is singular to kill own colleague due

to egoistic greedy and brutality.

Historical ruler(king,imperial)were

the most robber murderer.

USA(NAZIS reincarnated) the

outstanding military nation

has been the most robber murderer.

http://www.777true.net/Big-Conspir

acy-of-Nothing-Substantial-Climate-

Countermeasure.pdf

Rockefeller(USA-UK-Fr-...)
(Bilderberg hereditary regime)
＊nation & people are those who

should be exploited by hereditary

supremacy

＊perpetual war strategy toward

hegemony winning by setting

enemy

EXXON-MOBIL big oil Co

http://www.777true.net/IPCC-the-injusti

ce.pdf

COP20years long debates succeeded

nothing concensus by their plot.

desperate big sovereign debts
market saturation to decline
chronic jobless,social unstabi
→police state-nization due to the

wealth gap between rich & poor

and also due to climate worsened

outstanding military power

http://gigazine.net/index.php?/news/co

mments/20070814_military_spending/

with CIA→police state-nization

perpetual false war&
terror to hide climate
crisis <EndGame>

Russia-China(Iran-...
(non hereditary)
former communism nations

without hereditary regime(?)

Also their economy(growing now)

would reveal temporal delusion

Gazprom big gas Co

25% tax payer

Nothing pose toward revolution !

Once they had been communists.

almost nothing-nations debt

China market decline trigger....

nuclear armament nations

NGO at now <imagine future!!>

:Imagine destructing PLANET by

global nuclear war,or by fireball earth

due to Arctic Methane Catastrophe by

CO2.Those could be seen from outer

space.Then those who could see it

could not help to consider

how extremely stupid mankind is !!.

non-carbon energy

wind-marine-solar
powers
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-car

bon-Energy-Engineering.pdf

Once the possible regime would

have established,the research and

development would be abrupt and

global,which is to save the world.

global climate war time regime
with rationing economy.
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-

by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-

WAR-TIME.pdf

http://www.777true.net/Quick-Guide-to-

Economy-Network-Dynamics.pdf

Nothing hot war between nations,

butwar against climate !
Imagine by John Lennon

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

RwUGSYDKUxU

⑴World State at now(2015)<it is desperate climate toward global extinction,which has been becoming necessity of WWⅢ as hidden suicidal !!>

Conclusionary to tell,the modern gorgeous capitalism had succeeded to grasp global peoples mind,however those are entirely temporal delusion toward

global extinction by climate explosive due to mass oil consuming civilization.Now people must be repairmen-women whose task is finding trouble

cause and mend those.The most deadly trouble cause of now world is the power with oil & military<Rockefeller USA>.At first, claims by climate

scientists on oil consumption had made EXXON-MOBIL nervous for own conserving and began plots against climate worriers orgs.Now extremely hard

headed they have become impossible to push or withdraw,which turned them desperate and dangerous military direction toward perpetual false flag

wars and terror to hide climate worsened and to avert peoples hostility in the wealth gap growing.Also American is to notice the fact as time goes

on ,who would become against the US empire regime.As against which,the empire now has been establishing police state with military fascism in

USA.It is nothing,but decisive overwhelming solidarity by the truth that could overcome the historical difficulty in USA(and in the world)..
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⑵Maybe America would determine coming future ??!
The president Obama must now notice serious fact that his possible destiny is to decisively try to chang USA by betting his life.

Now he had become mere a mapet president who speak out documents written by his too conservative subs.
“Change” was his first word in authors memory,however at now,he has become conserving the status quo.It is entirely upside down !!.

Recent many sacrifices increasing of black people in USA is nothing,but the strong indication made by desperate white people in USA.

Now black people in USA never fight against desperate white one,but make cooperation toward pushing President Obama and his real colleague.

They should not misjudge enemy,and never fight people in lower place,but entirely fight against really wicked people in high place.

Now is not too late,but it is the crisis-itself that would cause the chance !!!!!.Because people in long time peace could not be awaken without it.

The most supporting is synthesizing alternative structural policy(future design)the favorable and realizable.

This is must and emergent task for all of us !!!.
☞:Note once the president called for overwhelming judgement by science,however it is climate scientists who betrayed his decisive request !!!

Once establishing overwhelming scientifical judge,he could do anything necessary without congress’s consensus

After all,he seems to have become isolated from those who can tell truth.By such reasons,he had become not doing change.

Without big supporters,lonely anyone could not do any big tasks

Following an example,but far from complete policy design.

Thereby it is you who could accomplish the completion.

http://www.777true.net/How-to-sale-the-Climate-Policy-hated-by-All.pdf
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People must pay cost and manpower for emergent establishing NGO think-tank-org to research and development !!!

Their final aim is establishing overwhelming consensus toward emergent global actions.

☞:synthesizing alternative structural policy(future design)the favorable and realizable.

http://www.777true.net/E17_Synthesizing-Economics-toward-Global-Climate-War-Time.pdf

At a glance,this task seems too difficult and many may become hesitate.

However someones told that. simple is best !,then it might be,begin at first by easiest problem solvable !!!

By anyhow,isolated people should do debate with their colleague on the problems,

which could turn the desperate feeling toward good chance of making solidarity.

Then an answer might be coming back to old(good?)time regime without greedy and brutality of todays.

Then necessary and effective high efficiency, high tech tools for livelihood should be souvenirs<rail road,sailboat,airship,......>

On the other hand,most simple and survivable way of life for massive people may be that of becoming soldier without hot war..

Another important and decisive key is our inner revolution to drastically change.

It is told abandoning<P.Drucker>

After all,there could be nothing,but global death by isolation,or global survival by global solidarity making with a truth.

As for America,author-himself has many private(?) matters to claim,

however those may be small as comparing above mentioned emergent

deadly and vast problems.

In common sense,to order others to do something here and there is not

business of own.Although,so far he has been seeing global websites,

he could not help to feel their entire sabotage in research on the real

first cause of trouble which has been causing global chaos.

Also his conclusion is the insane NAZIS(in America now).

This is not popular in global websites in general,however some

American and Japanese are experts on the problem.Author was taught

many by them.
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